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Second edition of Gloria Anzaldua's major work, with a new critical introduction by Chicano Studies scholar and
new reflections by Anzaldua.
A firsthand account of the lives of captive killer whales by one of SeaWorld's most experienced orca trainers and
the star of Blackfish argues that their needs are not met in captivity and traces advocacy efforts comparing the
lives of free and captive orcas.
Wulf Tryggvasen è un antico guerriero vichingo che possiede un vantaggioso, ma estremamente irritante, potere
amnesico. A causa di questa sua singolarità, nessuno tra quelli che lo incontrano può ricordarsi di lui dopo soli
cinque minuti. E questo, se da un lato gli facilita i piacevoli incontri notturni, dall’altro gli rende quasi
impossibile costruire una relazione duratura; e senza un vero amore, come ogni Cacciatore oscuro sa bene, non
potrà mai rientrare in possesso della sua anima. Una sera, mentre si trova per caso in un club, Wulf si vede
costretto a intervenire per salvare dai demoni un’affascinante sconosciuta. Ma il fato non promette nulla di
buono. Quando finalmente riesce a conoscere meglio Cassandra Peters, l’unica donna che può ricordarsi di lui,
scopre che lei è una principessa Apollite, la razza maledetta a cui Wulf ha giurato di dare la caccia. A ritmo
accelerato, i due dovranno affrontare antiche maledizioni, profezie, e l’ingerenza diretta degli dèi greci per
trovare, se tutto andrà per il meglio, la vera felicità tanto sognata. Il quinto volume del ciclo dei Dark Hunters, la
serie che ha consacrato Sherrilyn Kenyon come un fenomeno internazionale da 10 milioni di copie vendute.
Winner of the USA Book News National Book Award for Best Nonfiction True Crime and Best
Memoir/Autobiography By the time he was thirteen, he already had attended thirteen funerals. Abandoned by his
mother, and with his father, "Mangy" Menginie—president of the Pagans Motorcycle Club, Philadelphia
chapter—in jail, Anthony "LT" Menginie is raised inside the Pagans and inducted into a life of sex, violence,
drugs, and organized crime. In Mangy's absence, LT finds a father figure in the Saint, a club member who helps
teach him the difference between the club members you respect...and those you fear. The author recounts the
power struggles that occur when Mangy is released from jail and tries to resume his role as father and president.
Soon all hell breaks loose when Mangy betrays the club by going over to the rival Hells Angels, helping to touch
off the "Biker Wars" in Philadelphia. The chapter's new president grooms LT to one day confront his father for his
treachery. Faced with an impossible decision, LT has to decide where his loyalties lie. Prodigal Father, Pagan Son
is a voyeuristic glimpse into the shocking and hypnotic underworld of notorious "one-percenter" biker clubs, hit
men, drug dealers, and the other individuals who operate under no other rules than the "club code." But more
than this, Menginie's story is the gritty and powerful true tale of surviving amid personal trials and tragedies, and
of one man's determination to escape to a better life.
How to Spot a Dangerous Man Before You Get Involved
Poems in Prose
Six Decades of Cuban Poetry
Songs Are Only Half the Story
Night Play
House of Darkness House of Light
Cuba's cultural influence throughout the Western Hemisphere, and especially in the United States, has been disproportionally large for
so small a country. This landmark volume is the first comprehensive overview of poetry written over the past sixty years. Presented in a
beautiful Spanish-English en face edition, The Whole Island makes available the astonishing achievement of a wide range of Cuban
poets, including such well-known figures as Nicolás Guillén, José Lezama Lima, and Nancy Morejón, but also poets widely read in
Spanish who remain almost unknown to the English-speaking world—among them Fina García Marruz, José Kozer, Raúl Hernández
Novás, and Ángel Escobar—and poets born since the Revolution, like Rogelio Saunders, Omar Pérez, Alessandra Molina, and Javier
Marimón. The translations, almost all of them new, convey the intensity and beauty of the accompanying Spanish originals. With their
work deeply rooted in Cuban culture, many of these poets—both on and off the island—have been at the center of the political and
social changes of this tempestuous period. The poems offered here constitute an essential source for understanding the literature and
culture of Cuba, its diaspora, and the Caribbean at large, and provide an unparalleled perspective on what it means to be Cuban.
In this groundbreaking health and lifestyle guide, Darin Olien—superfoods expert, nutritionist, creator of Shakeology, and co-host of the
Netflix docuseries Down to Earth with Zac Efron—provides the key to understanding and utilizing five life forces, the sole factors that
determine whether or not we will be healthy, fit, and free of illness. In Superlife, Darin Olien provides us with an entirely new way of
thinking about health and wellbeing by identifying what he calls the life forces: Quality Nutrition, Hydration, Detoxification,
Oxygenation, and Alkalization. Olien demonstrates in great detail how to maintain these processes, thereby allowing our bodies to do
the rest. He tells us how we can maintain healthy weight, prevent even the most serious of diseases, and feel great. He explains that all
of this is possible without any of the restrictive or gimmicky diet plans that never work in the long term. Olien has traveled the world,
exploring the health properties of foods that have sustained indigenous cultures for centuries. Putting his research into practice, he has
created a unique and proven formula for maximizing our bodies’ potential. He also includes a “How-to-eat” user’s guide with a shopping
list, advice on “what to throw away,” a guide to creating a healthy, balanced diet plan, and advice on how to use supplements
effectively. Written in Olien’s engaging conversational style, Superlife is a one-of-a-kind comprehensive look at dieting and nutrition, a
timeless and essential guide to maintaining the human body and maximizing its potential.
A riveting cautionary tale about the ecstasy and dangers of loving Marvin Gaye, a performer passionately pursued by all—and a searing
memoir of drugs, sex, and old school R&B from the wife of legendary soul icon Marvin Gaye. After her seventeenth birthday in 1973,
Janis Hunter met Marvin Gaye—the soulful prince of Motown with the seductive liquid voice whose chart-topping, socially conscious
album What’s Going On made him a superstar two years earlier. Despite a seventeen-year-age difference and Marvin’s marriage to the
sister of Berry Gordy, Motown’s founder, the enchanted teenager and the emotionally volatile singer began a scorching relationship.
One moment Jan was a high school student; the next she was accompanying Marvin to parties, navigating the intriguing world of
1970s-‘80s celebrity; hanging with Don Cornelius on the set of Soul Train, and helping to discover new talent like Frankie Beverly. But
the burdens of fame, the chaos of dysfunctional families, and the irresistible temptations of drugs complicated their love. Primarily
silent since Marvin’s tragic death in 1984, Jan at last opens up, sharing the moving, fervently charged story of one of music history’s
most fabled marriages. Unsparing in its honesty and insight, illustrated with sixteen pages of black-and-white photos, After the Dance
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reveals what it’s like to be in love with a creative genius who transformed popular culture and whose artistry continues to be celebrated
today.
In this 4th and fi nal volume of a series that includes more than 800 composers and over 30,000 compositions Stephen traces the
history and development of Classical music in Australia. From obscure and forgotten composers to those who attained an international
reputation this volume reveals their output, unique experiences and travails. The foundation and demise of music ensembles,
institutions, venues and festivals is part of the story and included in the narrative are performers, conductors, entrepreneurs,
educators, administrators, instrument makers, musicologists, music critics and philanthropists. A concise yet comprehensive picture of
Australian music making can be found in any given year.
Man Alive
An Aztec Invocation
Blue-Blooded Vamp
Un diamant dans la poussière
Gaspipe
When Angels Intervene

Inspired by a description of pre-Columbian Aztec incantations recorded by a Mexican priest at the start of the Spanish
Inquisition, this collection of poems--in Spanish, English, and Nahuatl--celebrates a native American spirit
"Mother. Of. All. Angst. This book is not for the faint of heart. It is rip-your-hair-out frustrating and full of depth and emotion." Lana, DG Romance.From #1 Amazon Bestseller L.J. Shen comes a new, angsty standalone new adult novel about first love,
second chances, and overcoming breathtaking losses at a young age.Vaughn Spencer. They call him an angry god. To me, he is
nothing but a heartless prince. His parents rule this town, its police, every citizen and boutique on Main Street. All I own is a nice,
juicy grudge against him for that time he almost killed me. Between hooking up with a different girl every weekend, breaking
hearts, noses and rules, Vaughn also finds the time to bully little ole' me. I fight back, tooth and nail, never expecting him to
chase me across the ocean after we graduate high school. But here he is, living with me in a dark, looming castle on the outskirts
of London. A fellow intern. A prodigal sculptor. A bloody genius. They say this place is haunted, and it is. Carlisle Castle hides
two of our most awful secrets. Vaughn thinks he can kill the ghosts of his past, but what he doesn't know? It's my heart he's
slaying.
In these pages, Rent offers what most theater books can't: a chance to step behind the curtain and feel the electricity of a stage
phenomenon as it unfolds. Rent has single-handedly reinvigorated Broadway and taken America by storm. Sweeping all major
theater awards, including the 1996 Pulitzer Prize for drama, as well as four 1996 Tony Awards including Best Musical, Best
Book, and Best Score for a Musical, Rent captures the heart and spirit of a generation, refleting it onstage through the emotion of
its stirring words and music, and the energy of its young cast. Now, for the first time, Rent comes to life on the page -- through
vivid color photographs, the full libretto, and an utterly compelling behind-the-scenes oral history of the show's creation. Here is
the exclusive and absolutely complete companion to Rent, told in the voices of the extraordinary talent behind its success: the
actors, the director, the producers, and the librettist and composer himself, Jonathan Larson, whose sudden death, on the eve of
the first performance, has made Rent's life-affirming message all the more poignant.
For years, fans have been clamoring for an all-in-one collection of #1 bestselling author Sherrilyn Kenyon's novellas. At their
enthusiastic behest, we have delivered this brand-new short story collection, Dark Bites, including stories previously exclusive to
Sherrilyn's website, as well as an all-new, never-before seen Dark-Hunter story! Sherrilyn Kenyon takes readers from the DarkHunters to the demigods, from Dream-Hunters to demons, and everything in between. Dangerous and exciting, each story is one
thrill ride after the next, proving time and again how Sherrilyn has captivated millions of readers worldwide Now, readers are
invited to go deep into Kenyon's rich and imaginative world and experience the heart-racing moments that never stop coming!
After the Dance
Angry God
Music and Riddle Culture in the Renaissance
SuperLife
Borderlands
Il bacio della notte

“This is a revolution! This school is being taken hostage! . . . Don’t push any alarms, answer any phones, or call for help. I have
guns and this is a bomb. . . . You and I are only one-half inch from death.” This is the true story of a traumatic hostage takeover that
threatened the lives of over 150 students and teachers from Cokeville, Wyoming. As parents of one of the student hostages, Hartt
and Judene Wixom recapture the terror and confusion that struck this small, tight-knit community on May 16, 1986. The Wixoms
describe in detail the chain of events that led up to David Young’s invasion, balancing the horrific scenes of terror with stories of
courage and faith. If you loved the movie in theaters, you won't want to miss this incredible true account of the miracles in
Cokeville. Inspiring and informative, this book will bring you hope of help from above.
Through space and time, sisters entwined. Lost then found, souls remain bound. Three sisters escape the Salem witch trials when
the eldest casts a spell that hurtles their souls forward through time. After centuries separated, fate has finally reunited them in the
present day. One the healer, one the teacher, and one the deceiver. Will their reunion return their full powers, or end their souls
journey forever? A Witches of BlackBrook novel.
Les hommes comme nous voient des choses. Ils font des choses, des choses qui les rendent insensibles. C’est le prix du pouvoir
et de l’argent, de la belle vie que nous menons à la tête de la mafia française. Mais elle est arrivée comme une fleur sauvage,
poussant entre les fissures d’un trottoir sale... fragile et forte à la fois, un souffle de beauté dans les immondices. Elle ne devait
être qu’une mission de plus, une anonyme que je devais arracher à sa vie et remettre à mon frère, un simple pion sur le grand
échiquier de notre trafic de diamants. Il existe un nom en psychologie pour les hommes comme nous. Nous manquons d’empathie
et de culpabilité. Nous faisons des choses pour obtenir ce que nous voulons, des choses qui font faner les fleurs.
Consider this handbook your education. Hunter 101. And don't go thinking you got off easy just because there's not a pop quiz at
the end. This is the good stuff. The real deal. In here you'll find out all there is to know about being a Dark-Hunter. Now for the
disclaimer: This book is mutable. It goes with the wind. It changes more often than the mind of a sixteen-year-old Gemini with a
closet full of clothes and a date in an hour. Don't be surprised if you open it up for the thirty-five thousandth time and find
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something old, something new, something borrowed or. . .well you get the point. Curl up in a comfy chair with some millennium-old
scotch and feast upon the informative banquet I have prepared for your enjoyment. Welcome to your new life. ---From the DarkHunter Companion
Killer Whales, SeaWorld, and the Truth Beyond Blackfish
The New Mestiza
Theatre, Sets, and Music in Late Renaissance Florence
Rent
Beneath the Surface
Dark Bites
The epic conclusion to the amazing Sabina Kane urban fantasy series by USA Today bestseller Jaye Wells. Sabina Kane is on the hunt. Her prey: Cain, the
father of the vampire race and the one who murdered her family and her friends. Unfortunately, Cain is hunting Sabina, too. The one man who holds the
key to defeating Cain is, of course, Abel. A mage with secrets to spare and, hopefully, the power to match it. Unfortunately, for Sabina, he's in Rome and
may not want to be found. Sabina sets out for Italy with her friends, Giguhl and Adam Lazarus, to track down the only man who can get her the revenge she
hungers for. But will he help her or oppose her? And just who is Abel, really? Worst of all, when Sabina figures out the goddess Lilith has a plan for hershe realizes this trip is getting deadlier by the minute. As they say: when in Rome-SURVIVE.
A bilingual collection of fourteen love sonnets with forty pen and ink drawings at once figurative and abstract.
« Une écriture savoureuse, torride et perverse. L’histoire de Valentina et de Gabriel est l’une de mes dark romances préférées ! Ensemble, Valentina et
Gabriel sont magiques. Ils partagent une alchimie volcanique hors du commun. » – Anna Zaires, auteure de best-sellers internationaux classés au New
York Times Je suis un requin de la pègre. Écraser les autres, c’est dans mon sang. La mission Haynes devait être facile. Entrer, appuyer deux fois sur la
détente. Une balle pour Charlie, une pour sa sœur. Mais dès que j’ai vu Valentina, je l’ai désirée. Malheureusement, dans notre monde, ceux qui nous
doivent de l’argent n’ont jamais droit à une seconde chance. Ma mère n’acceptera jamais de lui laisser la vie sauve. Je dois concevoir un plan pour la
garder. Il est vicieux. Il est immoral. Il est ambigu. Il est parfait. Tout comme elle.
A CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF AUSTRALIAN COMPOSERS AND THEIR COMPOSITIONS - Vol. 4 1999-2013Xlibris Corporation
Never Broken
De amor oscuro
True Haunting
The Whole Island
En eaux troubles (Le Requin de la Pègre, tome 1)

Roger and Carolyn Perron purchased the home of their dreams and eventual nightmares in
December of 1970. The Arnold Estate, located just beyond the village of Harrisville,
Rhode Island seemed the idyllic setting in which to raise a family. The couple
unwittingly moved their five young daughters into the ancient and mysterious farmhouse.
Secrets were kept and then revealed within a space shared by mortal and immortal alike.
Time suddenly became irrelevant; fractured by spirits making their presence known then
dispersing into the ether. The house is a portal to the past and a passage to the future.
This is a sacred story of spiritual enlightenment, told some thirty years hence. The
family is now somewhat less reticent to divulge a closely-guarded experience. Their
odyssey is chronicled by the eldest sibling and is an unabridged account of a
supernatural excursion. Ed and Lorraine Warren investigated this haunting in a futile
attempt to intervene on their behalf. They consider the Perron family saga to be one of
the most compelling and significant of a famously ghost-storied career as paranormal
researchers. During a seance gone horribly wrong, they unleashed an unholy hostess; the
spirit called Bathsheba; a God-forsaken soul. Perceiving herself to be the mistress of
the house, she did not appreciate the competition. Carolyn had long been under siege;
overt threats issued in the form of fire…a mother's greatest fear. It transformed the
woman in unimaginable ways. After nearly a decade the family left a once beloved home
behind though it will never leave them, as each remains haunted by a memory. This tale is
an inspiring testament to the resilience of the human spirit on a pathway of discovery:
an eternal journey for the living and the dead.
Offers comprehensive coverage of the history of magic rituals and practices throughout
the world, presenting information on voodoo, ancient Egyptian and Hebrew magic, palm
reading, secret symbols, astrology, exorcism and spells to overcome enemies and obtain
wealth
Susan Michaels was once the hottest reporter on the Beltway Beat until a major scandal
ruined her life and left her writing stories about alien babies and Elvis sightings. Life
as she once knew it is over, or so she thinks, but then she gets a lead on a story that
could salvage her extinct career. She heads to the local animal shelter, expecting a hot
news tip, which she gets in the form of a major police cover-up . . . for a ring of soulsucking vampires out to take over Seattle. So much for saving her credibility. And if
that isn't bad enough, she gets talked into adopting a cat and finds she's allergic to
it. A cat that turns out to be a shapeshifter who claims to be an immortal vampire slayer
on the prowl for the same corrupt cops. Her first thought: seek professional help. But as
Susan's drawn into Ravyn's dark and dangerous world, she comes to realize that there's a
lot more at stake than just her defunct career. Now it's no longer a question of bringing
the truth to her readers; it's a matter of saving their very lives and souls. Ravyn's
life was shattered over four hundred years ago, when he mistakenly trusted the wrong
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human with the truth of his existence. He lost his family, his honor, and his life. Now,
in order to save the people of Seattle, he's forced to confront that nightmare all over
again, and to trust another woman with the secret that could destroy him. In the world of
the Dark-Hunters, life is always dangerous. But never more so than now; when a very human
woman can shatter their entire world with just one story. The only question is . . . will
she?
On the hit A&E series Paranormal State, Ryan Buell and his team of investigators delve
deep into the mysterious world of ghosts, demonic disturbances, and sixth-sense sightings
that shadows our everyday reality. Now, in this official companion book to the series,
Buell takes you one step further, revealing the secrets of the show’s most intense cases
and the shocking, never-before-told story of his own brush with the supernatural—the
otherworldly experience that first inspired him to found the Paranormal Research Society.
Growing Up Inside the Dangerous World of the Pagans Motorcycle Club
Dark Side of the Moon
The True Story Volume Three
Snake Poems
The 5 Simple Fixes That Will Make You Healthy, Fit, and Eternally Awesome
My Life with Marvin Gaye
Newly-discovered evidence underpins this comprehensive account of the creation and staging of the earliest surviving
'opera', Euridice.
The award-winning YA author weaves “an unsettling tapestry of ugly secrets, violence, suspense, twisted motives and
loveʼs unfathomable ways” (Kirkus). Anna and Abel couldn't be more different. They are both seventeen and in their last
year of school, but while Anna lives in a nice old town house and comes from a well-to-do family, Abel, the school drug
dealer, lives in a grim tower block at the edge of town. Anna naturally keeps her distance from Abel. But when she
discovers that he is the only one caring for his six-year-old sister, her fear turns to fascination. Anna follows the two,
listening as Abel tells little Micha the story of a tiny queen assailed by dark forces. It's a beautiful fairy tale that lets Anna
see Abelʼs reality. Unable to make ends meet, heʼs in danger of losing Micha to their abusive father. Anna gradually falls
in love with Abel, but when his "enemies" begin to turn up dead, she fears she has fallen for a murderer. Antonia
Michaelis, the Batchelder Honor Award-winning author of Tiger Moon, moves in a bold new direction with her latest
novel: a dark, haunting, contemporary story that is part mystery, part melodrama, and part dark romance.
Bride McTierney has had it with men. They're cheap, self-centered, and never love her for who she is. But though she
prides herself on being independent, deep down she still yearns for a knight in shining armor. She just never expected
her knight in shining armor to have a shiny coat of fur... Deadly and tortured, Vane Kattalakis isn't what he seems. Most
women lament that their boyfriends are dogs. In Bride's case, hers is a wolf. A Were-Hunter wolf. Wanted dead by his
enemies, Vane isn't looking for a mate. But the Fates have marked Bride as his. Now he has three weeks to either
convince Bride that the supernatural is real or he will spend the rest of his life neutered--something no self-respecting
wolf can accept... But how does a wolf convince a human to trust him with her life when his enemies are out to end his?
In the world of the Were-Hunters, it really is dog-eat-dog. And only one alpha male can win.
Finding the perfect hideout in Club Dominion, former heiress Callie Ward, who was accused of a crime she didn't commit,
must decide which of her lovers̶the club's master, Mitchell Thorpe and her new client, Sean Kirkpatrick̶she trusts
more to elude a killer. Original. 100,000 first printing.
Diamanti Nella Polvere
The Cokeville Miracle
The Witches of BlackBrook
The Dark-Hunter Companion
Prodigal Father, Pagan Son
A Short Story Collection

A leading voice in the Christian men's movement addresses a man's seven, often destructive primal needs, then helps readers experience
personal transformation in each area.
New York Times bestselling poet and multi-platinum singer-songwriter Jewel explores her unconventional upbringing and extraordinary life in
an inspirational memoir that covers her childhood to fame, marriage, and motherhood. When Jewel’s first album, Pieces of You, topped the
charts in 1995, her emotional voice and vulnerable performance were groundbreaking. Drawing comparisons to Joan Baez and Joni Mitchell, a
singer-songwriter of her kind had not emerged in decades. Now, with more than thirty million albums sold worldwide, Jewel tells the story of
her life, and the lessons learned from her experience and her music. Living on a homestead in Alaska, Jewel learned to yodel at age five, and
joined her parents’ entertainment act, working in hotels, honky-tonks, and biker bars. Behind a strong-willed family life with an emphasis on
music and artistic talent, however, there was also instability, abuse, and trauma. At age fifteen, she moved out and tasked herself with a mission:
to see if she could avoid being the kind of statistic that her past indicated for her future. Soon after, she was accepted to the prestigious
Interlochen Arts Academy in Michigan, and there she began writing her own songs as a means of expressing herself and documenting her
journey to find happiness. Jewel was eighteen and homeless in San Diego when a radio DJ aired a bootleg version of one of her songs and it
was requested into the top-ten countdown, something unheard-of for an unsigned artist. By the time she was twenty-one, her debut had gone
multiplatinum. There is much more to Jewel’s story, though, one complicated by family legacies, by crippling fear and insecurity, and by the
extraordinary circumstances in which she managed to flourish and find happiness despite these obstacles. Along her road of self-discovery,
learning to redirect her fate, Jewel has become an iconic singer and songwriter. In Never Broken she reflects on how she survived, and how
writing songs, poetry, and prose has saved her life many times over. She writes lyrically about the natural wonders of Alaska, about pain and
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loss, about the healing power of motherhood, and about discovering her own identity years after the entire world had discovered the beauty of
her songs.
Throughout the Renaissance, composers often expressed themselves in a language of riddles and puzzles, which they embedded within the
music and lyrics of their compositions. This is the first book on the theory, practice and cultural context of musical riddles during the period.
Katelijne Schiltz focuses on the compositional, notational, practical, social and theoretical aspects of musical riddle culture c.1450–1620, from
the works of Antoine Busnoys, Jacob Obrecht and Josquin des Prez to Lodovico Zacconi's manuscript collection of Canoni musicali. Schiltz
reveals how the riddle both invites and resists interpretation, the ways in which riddles imply a process of transformation and the consequences
of these aspects for the riddle's conception, performance and reception. Lavishly illustrated and including a comprehensive catalogue by Bonnie
J. Blackburn of enigmatic inscriptions, this book will be of interest to scholars of music, literature, art history, theology and the history of ideas.
"24 year old ed Becker purchases a house for himself and his expecting wife; a two-flat apartment building, which would allow them to live in
one apartment and rent the other. What Ed doesn't know, is that there are already tenants residing in this building that he cannot evict...
Skeptical and street-smart, Ed has a difficult time coming to the realization that this apartment is home to the paranormal. As tensions begin to
build between his spouse and himself, he attributes the stress to the new lifestyle they had accumulated, as both property owners and new
parents. Coupled with the efforts of working long hours and restoring a dilapidated home, Ed ignores the unusual happenings that have no
viable explanation. And what happens when something that wants to be noticed goes unacknowledged? Things escalate... Read this hauntingly
true story, of one of the earliest televised exorcisms in the nation, brought to the forefront by NBC. Interviewed and reported by nationally
known news correspondent, Carole Simpson, and conducted by nationally known psychic Joseph DeLouise and exorcist, Rev. William DerlDavis. Go behind the scenes of the known history of this truly haunted home--one that shattered the dreams of a young couple, and the family
that can never leave it."--P. [4] of cover.
Staging 'Euridice'
Transforming Your Seven Primal Needs Into a Powerful Spiritual Life
True You
A CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF AUSTRALIAN COMPOSERS AND THEIR COMPOSITIONS - Vol. 4 1999-2013
A Journey to Finding and Loving Yourself
My Journey into the Unknown
The famous singer reveals her body image insecurities and struggles with food and relationships that have
plagued her since childhood, and sheds light on her career, personal life and famous family. Reprint.
The boss of New York's infamous Lucchese crime family, Anthony "Gaspipe" Casso's life in the Mafia was
preordained from birth. His rare talent for "earning"—concocting ingenious schemes to hijack trucks, rob banks,
and bring vast quantities of drugs into New York—fueled his unstoppable rise up the ladder of organized crime. A
mafioso responsible for at least fifty murders, Casso lived large, with a beautiful wife and money to burn. When
the law finally caught up with him in 1994, Casso became the thing he hated most—an informer. From his blood
feud with John Gotti to his dealings with the "Mafia cops," decorated NYPD officers Lou Eppolito and Stephen
Caracappa, to the Windows case, which marked the beginning of the end for the New York Mob, Gaspipe is
Anthony Casso's shocking story—a roller-coaster ride into an exclusive netherworld that reveals the true inner
workings of the Mafia, from its inception to the present time.
"The author was born in Buffalo, New York. In 1970 she and her family moved to a haunted house in southern New
York State. The house became the subject of her first book, "Echoes of a Haunting." The current book in an
update."--Dust cover.
The author of Counseling Victims of Violence identifies the types of men women should avoid, including physical
abusers, men who want mothers, men who prey on lonely women, men to are emotional unavailable, and
dangerously clingy men. Original.
The Storyteller
Theirs to Cherish
Echoes of a Haunting - Revisited
Small Press Record of Books in Print
Forthcoming Books
Paranormal State
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